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University of California, Berkeley
Physics 8A, Section 2, Fall 2005 (Yury Kolomensky)

SECOND MIDTERM
Maximum score: 100 points

1. (10 points) Blitz
This is a set of simple questions to warm you up. The
problem consists offivequestions, 2 points each.

1. A 50 ton satellite is circling the Earth on a geo-
stationary orbit, atr = 42, 000 km from the
Earth center. The period of the revolution for the
geostationary satellite is exactly 24 hours. How
much work does the gravity force do in one rev-
olution of the satellite ?

Answer: W = 0, since the gravity force is per-
pendicular to the circular trajectory of the satel-
lite.

2. What is the speed of the satellite in geostationary
orbit (see part (1)) ?

Answer:

v = ωr =
2πr

T
= 3 km/sec

3. Circle correct answer. Moment of inertia is

(a) the time at which inertia occurs
(b) an alternative term for thelevel arm
(c) the center of mass of the body
(d) the rotational equivalent of mass
(e) the point at which all forces appear to act

Answer: (d)

4. Circle correct answer. The atmospheric pressure
produces a force on the ground of approximately

(a) 100 kN per square meter
(b) 100 kN per square cm
(c) 10 pounds per square inch
(d) 14.7 pounds per gallon
(e) Zero

Answer: (a)

5. In real rivers, friction between the flowing water
and the riverbed or river banks is significant. You
can usually see this: the velocity of the water in

the middle of the stream is usually larger than
the velocity near the banks (in fact, water could
even be at rest near the river bank). Which of
the following equations cannot be applied to the
real rivers without modifications ? Circle correct
answer, or write down the equation symbolically
below.

(a) Continuity equation
(b) Bernoulli’s equation
(c) Torricelli’s equation
(d) Archimedes’ equation

Answer: (b) Bernoulli’s equation assumes no
friction. Continuity equation is still OK, if you
use the average velocity of the water. It is based
on the fact that water density is constant, and
does not assume anything about friction.

2. (20 points) Grapevine Grade
Grapevine grade is a famous place on interstate I-5 be-
tween Bakersfield and Los Angeles, where a 5 mile (8
km) stretch of the road has an average incline of 6%
(3.4◦). Imagine a heavy duty pickup truck towing a
trailer up Grapevine Grade at the constant speed of 65
mph (29 m/s). At this speed, the air drag force acting on
the truck is aboutFdrag = 1.5 kN. The total mass of the
truck and the trailer ism = 10 tons (104 kg).

(a) (10 points) Estimate the power output of the
truck’s engine (assume that all power goes into
locomotive motion of the truck). Express you an-
swer in Horsepower (1 hp = 750 W)

(b) (10 points) The modern diesel engines are about
50% efficient,i.e. half of the energy from burn-
ing diesel fuel goes to locomotive motion, and
half goes to waste. Burning one gallon of diesel
fuel produces about150 MJ of energy. How
many gallons of diesel is spent on the 8 km trip
up Grapevine Grade ?
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2. Solution
(a) There are four forces acting on the truck and the
trailer: weightmg, directed downward, normal force
from the surface, air drag (pointing along the surface
in the direction opposite to the velocity of the truck),
and the propulsion forceFpr. The propulsion force is
the force ofstatic friction between the truck’s tires and
ground, and it prevents the wheels from slipping. Since
the velocity of the truck is constant, the forces are bal-
anced. The balance of forces along the slope leads to
the equation:

Fdrag + mg sin θ = Fpr = 7500 N

The power provided by the forceFpr (which ultimately
comes from the truck’s drivetrain) is

P = Fprv = 2.2 · 105 J = 290 hp

(b) The useful work done by the propulsion force is

W = FprL = 60 MJ

One gallon of diesel fuel produces0.5∗150 MJ =75 MJ
of useful work. So the entire trip would use up60/75 =

0.8 gal of diesel.

3. (25 points) Olympic Gymnast
A gymnast of massm = 60 kg is rotating around a
horizontal bar, holding on to it with his arms. When his
body is vertical and is below the bar, his angular veloc-
ity is 7 sec−1. In the following, treat the gymnast’s body
as a uniform solid rod of lengthL = 2 m (arms to toes),
rotating around its end. The moment of inertia of such
a rod isI = mL2/3. Ignore friction.

(a) (5 points) What force does the gymnast apply to
the bar in the bottom position ? Is he pushing
himself away from the bar, or pulling toward it ?

(b) (10 points) What force does the gymnast apply to
the bar in the top position ? Is he pushing himself
away from the bar, or pulling toward it ?

(c) (10 points) Suppose that the gymnast releases
the bar when he is at90◦ with the vertical, and
flies directly upward (as part of the skill called
the Tkachev, after Soviet gymnast Alexander
Tkachev who introduced it in 1977). How high
over the bar would his center of mass rise?

3. Solution
(a) The acceleration of the center of mass of the gym-
nast rotating with angular velocityωbot = 7 rad/sec is

acp,bot = ω2
botRcm

whereRcm = L/2 is the distance between the center of
mass of the gymnast (approximated to be a uniformly
dense solid rod) and the axis of rotation. There are two
forces acting on the gymnast: his weightmg, directed
downward, and the normal force of the barNbot. We
will assume that it is directed toward the bar,i.e. up-
ward. The 2nd Newton’s law relates these forces to the
centripetal acceleration:

Nbot − mg = macp,bot (1)

which can be solved forN :

Nbot = m(g + acp,bot) = m

(

g + ω2
bot

L

2

)

= 3.5 kN

(6 times his weight !) By 3rd Newton’s law, this is
the force the gymnast is applying to the bar, and he is
clearly pulling himself toward the bar to stay on a cir-
cular orbit.
(b) This is a two-part question. First, assuming that the
gymnast has angular frequencyωtop 6= ωbot at the top
of the swing, the normal force of the barNtop and, con-
sequently, the force which which the gymnast pulls the
bar, can be found from the 2nd Newton’s law:

Ntop + mg = macp,top (2)

whereacp,top = ω2
topL/2 is the centripetal acceleration

of the center of mass in the top position (directed down-
ward). Notice the difference in sign of the normal force
with respect to Eq. (1): we assume that both the weight
of the gymnast and the normal force are directed down-
ward. We will be able to test this assumption: if the nor-
mal force happens to be directed upward, it will come
out negative when we solve Eq. (2).

Now we need to findωtop. Since there is no friction
involved, the total mechanical energy of the gymnast is
conserved. On the bottom of the swing (when the gym-
nast is vertical and is below the bar), his kinetic energy
is

Kbot =
Iω2

bot

2
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and his potential energy (taking the bar elevation to be
zero) is

Ubot = −mg
L

2

When the gymnast is at his highest point over the bar,
his potential energy is

Utop = +mg
L

2

and his kinetic energy is

Ktop =
Iω2

top

2

Energy conservation then implies the equation

Iω2
bot

2
− mg

L

2
=

Iω2
bot

2
+ mg

L

2

which can be solved forωtop:

ωtop =

√

ω2
bot −

2mgL

I
=

√

ω2
bot −

6g

L
= 4.4 sec−1

We can now plug that into Eq. (2) and solve forNtop:

Ntop = m(acp,top − g) = m

(

ω2
bot

L

2
− 4g

)

= 540 N

So indeed, the gymnast is pulling himselftoward the
bar, with the force that is slightly less than his own
weight.
(c) This is another application of the energy conserva-
tion. At the top of the upward trajectory (elevationH
above the bar), the gymnast has no kinetic energy, but
has potential energy

U(H) = mgH

Equaling it to the total mechanical energyKbot + Ubot

mgH =
Iω2

bot

2
− mg

L

2

we can solve forH:

H =
ω2

botL
2

6g
−

L

2
= 2.3 m

That’s quite impressive !

4. (30 points) Man on a Ladder
A man begins to climb up aL = 12-ft (4 m) ladder (see
figure). The man weighsMg = 180 lb (M = 81 kg),

and the laddermg = 20 lb (m = 9 kg). The wall against
which the ladder rests is very smooth, which means that
the vertical component of force at the contact between
ladder and wall is negligible. The foot of the ladder is
placedd = 6 ft (2 m) from the wall. The ladder, with
the man’s weight on it, will slip if the horizontal force
at the contact between the ladder and ground exceeds
the maximum friction force. Coefficient of static fric-
tion between the ladder and the floor isµ = 0.4. How
far up the ladder can the man safely climb?

4. Solution

We takeM = 81 kg to be the mass of the man (Mg =

180 lb) and m = 9 kg to be the mass of the ladder
(mg = 20 lb). The lengthL of the ladder is 4 m (12
ft), and its point of contact with the wall isd = 2 m
(6 ft) from the wall. The angle that it makes with the
wall is θ = arcsin (d/H) = 30◦. Finally, the force of
friction on the ladder from the ground isFf ≤ µNg,
whereµ = 0.4.

There are five forces to consider in this problem.
They are the two normal forces on the ladder,Ng from
the ground andNw from the wall; the forceFf of fric-
tion at the base of the ladder; and the two forces of
gravity, Mg on the man andmg on the ladder. This
is a torque balance problem, so choosing a good ori-
gin makes it a lot easier. With this choice of the point of
contact with ground, two of the five forces contribute no
torque about that point. Not bad! The normal forces can
be found from the equilibrium conditions in the vertical

Nf = (M + m)g

and horizontal

Nw = Ff ≤ µN = µ(M + m)g

directions.
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We now calculate the torques. To find the maximum
distancel along the ladder to which the man can climb
without the ladder slipping, we assume that the ladder
is about to slip. This means that the normal forceNw

from the wall is equal and opposite toFmax
f = µNf ,

exactly countering the maximum force of friction. The
torque from the wall is then

τw = −µ(m + M)gL cos θ ,

where the minus sign indicates that this torque pushes
clockwise. The torque from the weight of the ladder is
exerted at the midpoint of the ladder, its center of mass.
The value of this torque is

τm = mg
L

2
sin θ .

Similarly, the torque exerted by the weight of the man,
who is a distancel up the ladder, is

τM = Mgl sin θ .

Requiring these three torques to sum to zero,

0 = τM + τm + τw

= Mgl sin θ + mg
L

2
sin θ − µ(m + M)gL cos θ

Solving for l,

l = L
2µ(m + M)g cos θ − mg sin θ

2Mg sin θ

= 8.57 ft = 2.57 m

5. (15 points) Rafting on the Colorado River

A self-bailingwhite-water raft consists of a closed in-
flatable tube of diameterd = 2 feet (60 cm) and circum-
ferencel = 50 feet (15 m), and a “holey” interior bot-
tom (see picture). The special holes in the bottom pre-
vent water from accumulating inside the raft. The raft
is considered fully loaded when half of tube’s volume
is immersed in water. What is the load capacity (maxi-
mum weight it safely can carry) of the raft ?

Hint: for the purpose of computing the volume of the
raft’s tube, you can treat is as a cylinder of diameterd

and lengthl.

d=2 ft

l=50 ft
d=2 ft

bottom

with holes

top view cross section view

5. Solution
This is a simple force-balance problem. When the raft
is afloat, its weight is balanced by the buoyancy force:

mg = ρH2OgVsubmerged (3)

whereVsubmerged is the volume of the raft’s inflatable
tube below water level. At maximum load,

V max
submerged = 0.5Vtube =

πd2l

8

Plugging this into Eq. (3), we find the maximum weight
of the raft

mg ≤ ρH2Og
πd2l

8
= 21 kN

or m ≤ 2.1 ton.


